Network connectivity and link quality information are the fundamental requirements of wireless sensor network protocols to perform their desired functionality. Most of the existing discovery protocols have only focused on the neighbor discovery problem, while a few number of them provide an integrated neighbor search and link estimation. As these protocols require a careful parameter adjustment before network deployment, they cannot provide scalable and accurate network initialization in large-scale dense wireless sensor networks with random topology. Furthermore, performance of these protocols has not entirely been evaluated yet. In this paper, we perform a comprehensive simulation study on the efficiency of employing adaptive protocols compared to the existing nonadaptive protocols for initializing sensor networks with random topology. In this regard, we propose adaptive network initialization protocols which integrate the initial neighbor discovery with link quality estimation process to initialize large-scale dense wireless sensor networks without requiring any parameter adjustment before network deployment. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to provide a detailed simulation study on the performance of integrated neighbor discovery and link quality estimation protocols for initializing sensor networks. This study can help system designers to determine the most appropriate approach for different applications.
Introduction
In large-scale wireless sensor networks, hundred or thousand nodes are usually deployed in an ad hoc fashion without any predefined infrastructure [1] . For instance, configuration of a wireless sensor network for a disaster management application in an inaccessible area requires ad hoc deployment of a large number of sensor nodes by dropping from a helicopter. Therefore, neighbor discovery is a fundamental step to initialize wireless sensor networks and provide individual nodes with initial information regarding their immediate neighboring nodes [2] [3] [4] . This information is essential for various higher layer protocols such as Medium Access Control (MAC) [5] , scheduling algorithms [6] , collection tree [7] , routing [8, 9] , and localization protocols [10] to execute correctly and efficiently. For instance, Carrier Sense Multiple Access-(CSMA-) based MAC protocols can use neighborhood information of network nodes to select a set of nodes that can be activated at the same time while their concurrent activation results in a minimum number of collisions [11, 12] . In addition, the employed scheduling algorithms in TDMA-based MAC protocols utilize twohop neighborhood information of individual nodes as a basis for scheduling the available time slots so that no two interfering nodes access the channel at a same time [13] . Furthermore, due to the short communication range of lowpower radio transceivers, network nodes always perform multihop communications for data dissemination. In view of that, routing and collection tree protocols require the preserved neighborhood information at individual nodes to construct the network routing zone and provide efficient data dissemination [14] .
Since high dynamics and time-varying properties of wireless communications cause unpredictable communication links between different nodes, performing neighbor discovery alone is not enough to support robust network the neighboring nodes of every node and estimate data transmission quality of available links based on the path loss and system variations. However, due to the broadcast nature of wireless communications, the accuracy of these protocols which utilize constant beaconing rate at all the nodes highly depends on the precision of beaconing rate adjustment at individual nodes before network deployment. Since these protocols require a careful parameter adjustment before network deployment, they cannot provide scalable and accurate neighbor discovery and link estimation in large-scale dense wireless sensor networks with unknown topology or uneven node density. In [28] , collision-free beacon exchange at the network initialization phase is provided through several assumptions such that nodes are synchronized to each other, and every node knows the maximum number of its neighbors before network deployment. In addition to the negative effects of packet collisions, the beacon transmission sequence of neighboring nodes of individual nodes has a high impact on the accuracy of network initialization protocols. In fact without supporting an interleave beacon exchange pattern between nodes, it is highly possible that some nodes finalize their broadcasts before receiving the entire transmitted beacon messages by their neighbors. As a consequence, the nodes which have completed the beacon transmission process before their neighboring nodes cannot provide their neighbors with accurate link quality information.
Although several neighbor discovery protocols and link quality estimation approaches have been developed over the past decade, integration of initial neighbor discovery and link quality estimation as a separated phase has not been subject of a comprehensive evaluation yet. Therefore, the major contributions of this paper are as follows.
(i) In order to highlight the drawbacks of employing existing nonadaptive network initialization protocols in dense wireless sensor networks with unknown topology through comprehensive performance evaluations, we propose an Adaptive Network Initialization protocol with Single Beaconing approach (ANI-SB) which integrates the initial neighbor search with a link quality estimation technique. The aim of this protocol is to allow nodes to adjust the time interval between their beacon transmissions according to their neighborhood size. The first goal of this beaconing rate adjustment is to reduce the effects of packet collisions on the accuracy of achieved neighborhood information by the network nodes. The second goal is to provide an interleave beacon exchange pattern between neighboring nodes to improve the accuracy of link estimations. In fact, as this method enables nodes to update the experienced PRR from their identified neighboring nodes before broadcasting the next beacon message, all the nodes can be informed about the updates on the PRR of their outgoing and incoming links. Moreover, same as the existing network initialization protocols [7, 29, 30] , through this protocol every node only broadcasts a single beacon message in each beaconing round. Therefore, like other protocols, whenever a node could not include its
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(ii) In order to study the effects of sharing the entire neighborhood information of every node at each beacon transmission round instead of selecting the related information of only a subset of neighbors in dense wireless sensor networks, we improve the ANI-SB protocol through proposing an Adaptive Network Initialization protocol with Multiple Beaconing approach (ANI-MB). This protocol aims to enable nodes in high-density networks to announce their whole neighborhood information at every beacon transmission round through multiple consecutive beacons, whenever the available space in a single packet is not enough to share their entire neighborhood information. The main goal of this protocol is to improve the accuracy of initial neighbor discovery and link estimation process in large-scale dense wireless sensor networks.
(iii) We perform a comprehensive simulation study on the capability of the existing nonadaptive and proposed adaptive network initialization protocols in providing efficient network initialization in large-scale dense wireless sensor networks. In the first part of simulation studies, we analyze the performance of different network initialization protocols in one-hop topology networks, and then in the second part we study the effects of multihop topology on the performance network initialization protocols.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background of this research. The main challenges in developing integrated neighbor discovery and link quality estimation protocols are highlighted in Section 3. Section 4 describes the main operation of the considered nonadaptive and proposed adaptive network initialization protocols for performance evaluation studies. The simulation model is introduced in Section 5. The considered network initialization protocols are analyzed and compared in Section 6. Finally, some conclusion remarks are given in Section 7.
Background
This section gives an overview on the previous works, which have been done on neighbor discovery, combination of link quality estimation with initial neighbor discovery and performance evaluation studies on the existing neighbor discovery and link quality estimation protocols.
Neighbor Discovery.
Over the past decade, several neighbor discovery protocols have been developed to discover initial network connectivity and identify topological changes during network operation [2, 3] . Birthday Protocol is the first asynchronous energy-efficient discovery protocol which uses a randomized mechanism for enabling nodes to transit between sleep, listen, and transmission states during the neighbor discovery process [31] . Although using probabilistic approaches for changing nodes' state from transmit to listen or sleep mode can reduce the network energy consumption, it will yield unpredictable neighbor discovery latency. Another asynchronous probabilistic neighbor discovery algorithm is presented in [32] . In this protocol, nodes should have an accurate estimation on the number of their neighboring nodes before initializing neighbor discovery to calculate the probability of beacon transmission at each slot. Since all the parameters are determined based on a fixed node density, this algorithm cannot adaptively work in irregular densities. To support power saving modes for IEEE 802.11-based Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) through scheduling the wakeup time of each pair of nodes, Quorum protocol is proposed in [33] . This algorithm adapts the quorum concept to develop wake-up schedule of the mobile hosts so that the transmitted packets by a mobile host can always be received by the other hosts. The main application of this protocol is to maintain network connectivity during network operation. Disco is also designed based on the Chinese Reminder Theorem to schedule wake-up times of node pairs and provide continuous neighbor discovery [34] . In fact, the focus of this protocol is on preventing long period of disconnections even in the mobile networks while it supports low-duty cycle network operation. An Energy-efficient Neighbor Discovery Protocol (ENDP) for synchronized low-duty cycle MAC protocols (e.g., S-MAC [35] and IEEE 802.15.4 [36] ) in low-power mobile networks is designed in [37] . In order to avoid packet collisions, ENDP assumes that the transmission interval of beacon messages is longer than several orders of a single network beacon transmission and it also exploits a multichannel approach for broadcasting beacon messages. In addition, as ENDP works with synchronized MAC protocols and nodes utilize the payload of the existing MAC beacons for distributing neighborhood information, the beacon transmissions are synchronized by the MAC protocol. Accordingly, ENDP provides energy-efficient and accurate neighbor discovery through employing a synchronized MAC protocol and a multichannel transmission technique.
Integration of Neighbor Discovery with Link Quality Estimation.
Several research works have studied the empirical characteristics of radio communications [16] . All of these studies have confirmed the unpredictable behavior of radio communications and high fluctuations of data transmission quality over wireless links. According to these observations, link quality estimation is known as a fundamental building block of different network protocols in wireless sensor networks, and various link assessment techniques are designed to improve network performance [15, 38] . Although there exist several research works which have introduced various neighbor discovery mechanisms and rich literature on the link quality estimation in wireless networks, still integration of initial neighbor discovery and link quality estimation has a lot of open research challenges [2] . In fact, the combination of neighbor discovery and link quality estimation as a separate phase to provide preliminary information regarding the available network links and their respective data The Scientific World Journal transmission performance has not attracted enough attention [2, 28, 29] .
A link assessment process for a combination of neighbor discovery and link grading is proposed in [28] . Authors have suggested constant-weight codes can provide energy-efficient neighbor discovery and link quality measurement in a slotted structure. This protocol provides energy-efficient communications through assuming nodes are synchronized to each other, and each node can be in one of the sleep, transmit, and receive modes at each time slot. In this approach, every node calculates the required number of collision-free slots and probability of transiting to different states (i.e., sleep, transmit, and receive) in each slot, based on the maximum neighborhood size. Accordingly, accurate estimation of the maximum neighborhood size and node synchronization prior to network topology formation are essential for providing a good network performance. Furthermore, it is assumed that the number of neighboring nodes of each node and their respective link quality do not change during the estimation process. Although this approach can provide accurate neighbor discovery and link quality estimations during network initialization phase, it is impossible to achieve all of the considered assumptions in the real-world implementations. NoSE is another network initialization protocol which aims to conduct an integrated neighbor discovery and link quality assessment [29] . In this protocol sink node triggers the start of network initialization process through flooding a wake-up message into the network upon deployment of all the network nodes. Since the wake-up message includes essential information to perform neighbor discovery and link quality measurement (e.g., starting time of neighbor discovery, discovery duration, number of beacon messages, and beacon transmission rate), all the nodes should receive this message, before beginning the discovery phase. NoSE tries to yield a time-bounded network initialization by forcing nodes to divide the user-defined discovery duration into the subslots equal to the number of predefined beacon messages and then select a random transmission time for each of them. Moreover, all the nodes should maintain the number of received packets from their individual neighboring nodes and maximum RSSI value of the transmitted packets to estimate data transmission quality of available links. In this method, the asymmetric property of low-power links has not been considered well, because individual nodes only calculate the PRR of their incoming links. Furthermore, NoSE uses the available information regarding the RSSI value of the received packets to preserve neighborhood information of the best neighboring nodes for each node. By this technique, each node only includes the neighboring nodes with PRR more than 90% in its neighborhood table. However, PRR of a large number of links in large-scale wireless sensor networks varies between 10% and 90% [39, 40] . As most of the network protocols, such as MAC, scheduling, and routing protocols require a complete list of neighboring nodes at individual nodes to perform their functionality [5, 9] , this approach cannot be used to provide the required basic information for a wide range of protocols. Furthermore, this protocol uses a carrier sensing approach to reduce the probability of packet collisions. Even by using the carrier sensing mechanism, still there is a possibility for packet collisions due to the hidden node terminal problem [11, 12] . Accordingly, to avoid these collisions the discovery period should be determined based on the maximum neighborhood size before network deployment so that the channel provides a large bandwidth. However, in some applications nodes are distributed in the area of interest without any predetermined network infrastructure and neighborhood density of individual nodes cannot be easily estimated before network initialization phase [41, 42] .
Performance Evaluation of Neighbor Discovery and Link
Quality Estimation Protocols. In the context of performance evaluation and comparison studies, the performance of integrated neighbor discovery and link estimation protocols is not thoroughly evaluated yet. Galluzzi and Herman give an overview on the neighbor discovery in wireless sensor networks without considering link quality measurement issues at the initialization phase [3] . The main purpose of their work was to present some background concepts on the wake-up problem in neighbor discovery and a brief comparison study on the discovery length of a number of existing neighbor discovery protocols (i.e., Birthday protocol [31] , Quorum [33] , Disco [34] , and U-connect protocol [43] ). The presented comparison study is restricted to comparing the discovery latency of the existing protocols, which have been developed to handle the neighbor discovery problem without paying attention to the link layer issues. The impacts of collisions and wireless interference on the performance of neighbor discovery process are investigated in [44] . The authors analytically modeled the link success probability and average number of nodes that can correctly receive a beacon in three radio channel models. However, it is restricted to modeling the packet transmission over radio links according to the utilized method to handle collisions and interference, while the authors have not analyzed the efficiency of integrating initial neighbor discovery with link estimation process during initialization of large-scale wireless sensor networks.
There also exist a number of works on the performance evaluation and comparison of the existing link quality measurement metrics [19, 23, 45] . In all of these works, two evaluation methodologies are considered to analyze the performance of various link quality estimation approaches. The key objective of using the first methodology was to analyze the statistical properties of link quality estimators independent of higher layer protocols while the second methodology aims to focus on assessing the performance of existing link quality measurement metrics in combination with routing protocols. Through these methodologies, the existing comparative studies investigate about the performance of various link quality metrics and their impacts on the efficiency of the routing protocols. Nevertheless, none of these studies have evaluated the efficiency of integrating the initial neighbor discovery with the link quality assessment process to provide all the nodes with a comprehensive list of their neighboring nodes along with their respective data transmission quality during the network initialization phase.
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Challenges in Integration of Initial Neighbor Discovery and Link Quality Estimation
Since, upon deployment of a network, installed nodes do not have any information about the other existing nodes in the network, accurate initial neighbor discovery and link quality assessment are a challenging task. Moreover, complex and dynamic behavior of low-power wireless links makes neighbor discovery and link quality estimation process even harder [15, 46] . During the network initialization phase, a predefined number of collision-free beacon messages should be exchanged between each pair of neighbors, to conduct a successful link quality assessment while the nodes are being discovered. A collision can take place if at least two nodes transmit their packets concurrently to a same node which is a common neighbor for all of these transmitters. This situation occurs if two nodes select a same time slot in a contention window or due to the hidden terminal problem [47] . As, during collision, the receiver node cannot receive any of the transmitted packets correctly, initialization protocols should minimize the probability of collisions to provide accurate neighborhood information at individual nodes. Figure 1 shows this issue with a simple example. According to this figure, node b and node c are invisible to each other, but both of them are in the transmission range of node a. Since node a is a common neighbor for node b and node c, concurrent beacon broadcasts by these two nodes cause collision at node a and it cannot receive the transmitted beacon messages by these nodes. As, in the real-world deployments, nodes do not have prior knowledge about their vicinity and they are not time synchronized upon their installation, it is extremely hard to provide collision-free beacon transmissions at the network initialization. Moreover, as at the network initialization phase there is no active traffic to provide link quality information at different nodes, active link probing is the only way for measuring data transmission quality of network links. Therefore, all the nodes should broadcast a predefined number of beacon messages to measure the achievable PRR over different links. In addition whenever a node identifies new neighboring nodes, it should include the number of successfully received packets from these nodes into the next beacon messages to inform them about data transmission quality of their outgoing links. For instance, in Figure 1 node a should broadcast a fixed number of beacon messages to its neighboring nodes (i.e., node b, and c) in order to inform them about the PRR of their incoming links. All the neighboring nodes can estimate the feasible PRR over their incoming links from node a, by dividing the number of received packets from this node during the last time window by the total number of transmitted packets. In addition, nodes b and c should inform node a about the PRR over its outgoing links towards themselves. In view of that, node b and node c should include the number of successfully received packets from node a into their outgoing beacon messages in order to enable node a to estimate data transmission quality of its outgoing links (e.g., a-b and a-c). Therefore, missing beacon messages during network initialization process which is caused by collision will significantly affect the accuracy of link estimations and number of discovered nodes at individual nodes. Furthermore, without controlling the beaconing rate of network nodes, it is possible that a given node broadcasts all of its beacon messages before its neighbors finalize their beacon transmissions. Therefore, as this node would not transmission further beacon messages, its neighboring nodes cannot estimate the data transmission quality of their outgoing links correctly. For example if node b and node c in Figure 1 finalize their beacon transmissions before node a, they cannot inform node a about the exact number of its transmitted packets which have been successfully received by themselves. Consequently, node a could not update data transmission quality of its outgoing links (e.g., a-b, and a-c) correctly. According to this example, providing an interleave beacon transmission pattern between nodes plays an important role in providing accurate link estimations. In the existing protocols, all the nodes should send beacon messages with a fixed interval (e.g., every one second) within a predefined time window (e.g., 10 seconds) to reduce collisions and provide an interleave beacon exchange pattern, while it also yields a deterministic neighbor discovery duration [28-30, 48, 49] . However, since random deployment of network nodes may result in nonuniform network density, determining a constant beaconing rate for all the nodes before network deployment cannot provide adaptive solutions in the cases where no exact network density can be found for large-scale wireless sensor networks with random deployment (e.g., when sensor nodes are dropped from a helicopter). This is due to the fact that the number of packet collisions during this phase is directly related to the beaconing rate of the nodes and network density. In order to exclude the effects of packet collisions on the accuracy of neighbor discovery and link measurement process through forcing the entire nodes to broadcast beacon messages at a fixed rate, beaconing interval of the nodes should be determined based on the their neighborhood size before network deployment so that the channel provides a large bandwidth. Since the existing protocols require exact parameter adjustment by the system engineer before network deployment, they cannot be used in the cases where the network topology is unknown.
Furthermore, PRR over wireless links highly depends on the size of transmitted packets [50] . In fact, probability of receiving error-free packets is related to the packet size. With a given bit error rate, there is a less probability that small size packets are more affected by wireless interference than the large packets [51] . During the initialization phase, whenever a node identifies new neighboring nodes, it should include the number of received packets from these nodes into the next beacon messages to inform them about the PRR over their outgoing links. Therefore, if network nodes of dense wireless networks with nonuniform node density want to share their whole neighborhood information, they may broadcast beacon messages with different sizes. However, broadcasting beacon messages with various sizes cannot provide accurate estimations on the PRR of different links. 
Network Initialization Protocols under Evaluation
To study the performance of integrated neighbor discovery and link quality estimation protocols, we consider three network initialization variants. In the first variation, the same as the existing protocols [23, 29, 30, 48] each node broadcasts a predefined number of beacon messages at a certain rate (i.e., one beacon every one second) to perform initial link estimations. However, due to the infrastructureless nature of wireless sensor networks, it is almost impossible to determine the optimal beaconing rate of individual nodes before network deployment. Accordingly, as the second and third variations we introduce two adaptive protocols which aim to provide accurate and scalable network initialization through adjusting the beaconing rate of individual nodes based on their neighborhood density. The rest of this section describes the detailed operation of these protocols which are considered to evaluate and compare performance of the adaptive and nonadaptive integrated neighbor discovery and link estimation protocols.
An Integrated Neighbor Discovery and Link Estimation
Protocol with Constant Beaconing Rate Adjustment. In the first variant which is called Constant Neighbor discovery and link Estimation (CNE) in this paper, all the nodes intensively participate in the neighbor discovery and link quality measurement process upon network deployment through broadcasting a predefined number of beacon messages at a fixed rate (e.g., one beacon/second) and listen to the channel to explore their neighborhood [23, 29, 30, 48] . At each time frame, a node selects a random start time to broadcast a single beacon message. Furthermore, all the nodes perform carrier sensing before initiating a new broadcast to reduce the probability of packet collisions due to the concurrent transmissions. Upon reception of a beacon message from a given node, the receiver node fetches the identity of the transmitter from the received message and searches its neighborhood table to see if the sender was identified so far. If the receiver node could not find the identity of the sender node in its neighboring table, it adds an entry in its neighboring table to keep the related information about this newly identified neighboring node. Each node also preserves the number of received beacon messages from all of its identified neighboring nodes. At the end of network initialization phase, this information enables the nodes to measure the PRR of their incoming links from the identified neighbors through counting the number of successfully received packets and remembering the number of beacon messages that should have been received. Furthermore, whenever a node wants to broadcast a new beacon message, it includes the number of received packets from its neighboring nodes during the last seconds. Distribution of this information allows all the nodes to inform their neighbors about data transmission quality of their outgoing links. In this approach, the network initialization phase ends when the entire nodes broadcast all of the predefined number of beacon messages.
Integrated Neighbor Discovery and Link Estimation Protocols with Adaptive Beaconing Rate Adjustment.
Since during network initialization phase a lot of beacon messages are being broadcasted, the probability of packet collision is extremely high. Moreover, as the channel load depends on the minimum length of neighbor discovery and link quality assessment process, choosing inappropriate time duration for network initialization can lead to further increases in the probability of message collisions. To overcome these problems, we proposed the ANI-SB which aims to provide an adaptive beacon rate adjustment during the network initialization phase based on the neighborhood density of the nodes. This beaconing rate adjustment provides two goals. Hidden terminal avoidance and collision reduction during the broadcasts are the first goal, and affording enough time for one-hop neighboring nodes of each node to broadcast their beacons before it broadcasts a new beacon message is another goal. In fact, by this mechanism there is less probability that a node finishes its beacon transmission before it has received all the predefined beacons from its neighboring nodes. Accordingly, as the network initialization phase proceeds, every node can adjust its beaconing rate based on the beaconing rate of its neighbors. Same as the CNE protocol, at the start of network initialization phase all the nodes perform neighbor discovery and link quality measurement process through broadcasting beacon messages periodically. Since, at the start of network initialization, nodes do not have any information regarding the structure of their vicinity, they should broadcast their first beacon message as soon as possible to announce their presence. In order to adjust the beaconing interval of the individual nodes, in ANI-SB every node initializes its beaconing rate upon reception of the first beacon message from one of its neighboring nodes according to time difference between the time it starts the network initialization process and the reception time of the first received beacon message
The Scientific World Journal 7 from that particular neighboring node. Therefore, each node waits before transmitting the second and subsequent beacon messages based on the estimated beaconing intervals for its identified neighboring nodes, and then it broadcasts a new beacon message after performing a carrier sensing. By this mechanism, each node waits for receiving beacon messages from its neighboring nodes based on the maximum estimated beaconing interval for the neighboring nodes it has identified so far. The time interval between beacon transmissions of a node is called an epoch in the proposed protocol. During the network initialization process, whenever a node receives a new beacon message from one of its identified neighbors, it should update its waiting time for this neighbor according to reception time of the last and just received beacon messages from that particular neighbor. In the case of successive beacon losses during broadcasts of a given node, its neighbors are still able to update their waiting time upon complete reception of the next successfully transmitted beacon. For example, assume one of the neighboring nodes of the considered node in the Figure 2 (a) did not receive the second beacon message. Upon reception of the third beacon message, this neighbor realizes that the second beacon is lost through checking the beacon sequence number of the received packet. Therefore, this node can estimate the beacon interval of its neighboring node by identifying the number of lost beacons and the time interval between last received beacon massage and complete reception of the current beacon message.
In order to perform link quality estimation, all the nodes preserve the number of received packets from every single node which is added to their neighborhood table. Same as the CNE protocol, individual nodes calculate the PRR over their incoming links through dividing the number of received packets from each neighboring node by the total number of broadcasted beacon messages by that node. In view of that, upon reception of a broadcast message, the receiver node updates the number of received packets from the sender of this message according to the sequence number of the received beacon message. In order to allow the nodes to calculate the PRR of their outgoing links, each node includes the number of received beacon messages from its neighboring nodes in its beacon message when it wants to broadcast a new beacon message. Therefore, whenever a given node wants to broadcast a new beacon message, it should prepare this message based on the last updated values for the number of received packets from individual neighboring nodes. Since a node may receive new beacon messages from its neighboring nodes during its bakeoff time, in the proposed protocol all the nodes prepare their beacon messages immediately before packet transmission. Thus, they can update the number of received packets from different neighboring nodes based on the last received packets and distribute the last updates regarding the PRR over outgoing links of their neighboring nodes.
Although broadcasting beacon messages with a same size to the data packets can ensure that all the links have been estimated under the same condition as the network operation phase, in the random topology individual nodes may a have different number of neighbors. Consequently, the nodes with high neighborhood density could not be able to fit their neighborhood information in a single beacon message. In fact, as in large-scale wireless sensor networks, every 3 bytes of each single beacon packet (i.e., 2 bytes for identity of a given node and 1 byte for the number of received beacons from the corresponding node) should be allocated to share the related information of a single node and the payload size of TinyOS packets is 29 bytes, each beacon message can include the identity and data transmission quality of up to 9 nodes. Therefore, even by utilizing beacon packets with equal size to the actual data packets, individual nodes of a large-scale wireless sensor network with high node density are still unable to share their entire neighborhood information in every beacon transmission round. Accordingly, by broadcasting a single fixed size beacon message some of the nodes would not be able to update the PRR of their outgoing links through all of the broadcasted beacons while broadcasting beacon messages with various sizes cannot provide valid and fair link quality estimations. In the existing protocols whenever the available space in a single beacon message is not sufficient to include the related information of the entire identified neighbors, the sender node selects a subset of its neighboring nodes to include their relative information in the beacon message through performing a round robin procedure [7, 29, 30] . Since by employing these protocols every transmitted beacon message during network initialization process would not enable all of the nodes to update the achievable PRR over their outgoing links, missing a single beacon packet caused by collision highly influences the accuracy of link estimations and number of discovered nodes by every node. In order to investigate about this issue, we propose ANI-MB protocol which enables the nodes to broadcast multiple beacons in a beacon transmission round when the neighborhood density of a node is more than a threshold. Under this mechanism, when the neighboring information of a given node cannot be fitted in a single beacon message, it is allowed to include the whole neighborhood information in multiple beacons and broadcast them consecutively. As the transmission of a single beacon is replaced with multiple beacons, which included the entire neighborhood information of a single node, the proposed protocol calls these multiple beacons as a beacon train. Since individual nodes may have different neighborhood densities, each node may broadcast various number of beacons in a beacon train. Therefore, every node should be aware about the number of beacons that each of its neighboring nodes wants to broadcast in order to calculate the beaconing interval of that particular neighboring node. In view of that, each transmitted beacon message in a beacon train includes the number of transmitted beacons in that particular beacon train as well as an identical subsequence number which identifies the order of the beacon in that specific beacon train. According to Figure 2 (b), every beacon message which is transmitted as a single beacon or multiple beacons in beacon trains has a unique subsequence number in individual beacon trains, while each one has a global sequence number to identify the sequence of all the transmitted beacon messages by every node. Upon reception of a new beacon train, the receiver node can calculate the reception time of the whole current beacon train based on the number of included beacons in that particular beacon train and transmission duration of every beacon (i.e., the ratio of the beacon size to the radio bit rate). Therefore, the receiver node can update the beacon train transmission interval of the sender node according to the reception time of the whole current beacon train and the reception time of the last received train from that specific node. Furthermore, every node that receives a new beacon train should also update the number of received beacon trains from the transmitter node based on the beacon train sequence number of the received train to calculate its corresponding PRR. Although every node may transmit different number of beacons in a beacon train, still nodes can estimate beaconing interval of their neighbors even in the case of packet losses through included information in every transmitted beacon message. Assumes one of the neighboring nodes of the considered node in Figure 2 (b) did not receive the whole second beacon train. Upon reception of the first beacon from the third beacon train, this neighbor can realize that the second beacon train is lost and how many beacons are included in that beacon train through checking the beacon train number and comparing the sequence number of the currently received packet with the sequence number of the last received beacon. By identifying the number of lost beacon trains and the time interval between last received beacon train and complete reception of the current beacon train the receiver node can estimate the beaconing interval of the transmitter.
Simulation Model
This section presents the considered simulation parameters and simulation scenarios to evaluate and compare the performance of CNE, ANI-SB, and ANI-MB protocols. Furthermore, the last part of this section is dedicated to describe the utilized evaluation metrics and the main reason behind each measurement.
Simulation Setup.
We used OMNeT++ framework to develop a simulation software. In order to provide an accurate wireless channel model and improve confidence on the validity of simulation results, we have developed a physical layer module based on the link model of [20] that considers path loss, multipath effect, transmission power variations, noise floor variations, and capture effect. Table 1 presents the default simulation parameters of this paper. The radio parameters are chosen based on the characteristics of Mica2 motes with CC1000 radio. Furthermore, we have implemented the TinyOS's default CSMA MAC protocol in the simulation software. The initial and congestion backoff duration are 256 and 128, slots respectively. In all the experiments sensor nodes are deployed in a grid topology and we changed the spacing between nodes to produce different node densities. The introduced initialization protocols in Section 4 are evaluated in the following scenarios.
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(ii) Multihop topology: we study the scalability of different network initialization protocols through this scenario. In fact, the main objective of these evaluations is to analyze the effects of network size variations on the performance of different methods. In contrast with the first scenario, in multihop scenario nodes cannot communicate with each other directly. Therefore, these experiments highlight the efficiency of different protocols to eliminate the effects of packet collisions due to the concurrent transmissions and hidden node problem on the performance of different protocols.
Performance Parameters.
We have evaluated and compared the performance of CNE, ANI-SB, and ANI-MB protocols through following parameters.
Number of Discovered Neighboring Nodes per
Node. This metric indicates the average neighborhood density that can be identified by different network initialization protocols. Performance evaluation through this metric reveals the capability of different protocols for discovering the exact number of neighboring nodes per node.
Link Estimation Errors. This metric shows the difference between estimated link quality and actual data transmission quality of the identified links through measuring the average Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of link quality estimations. In this measurement, the difference between actual data transmission quality of every link and its corresponding estimated value by CNE, ANI-SB, and ANI-MB protocols is squared and then averaged over the entire available links which have experienced at least one packet transmission. Finally, the square root of the calculated average value is taken. Actual data transmission quality of the links is calculated according to the distance between nodes as computed in [20] .
Network Initialization Period. It demonstrates the duration of neighbor discovery and link quality estimation process. Accordingly, it presents the duration between transmission of the first beacon message and reception of the last beacon at the last node in the network. This comparison highlights the effects of adaptive and fixed beaconing rate adjustments on the network initialization period.
Total Number of Packet Corruptions. This metric expresses the total number of collisions during neighbor discovery and link quality estimation process. It is defined as the number of incoming packets at individual nodes that have resulted in a packet loss. This metric shows the ability of different methods to reduce the effects of packet collision on the accuracy of neighbor discovery and link quality estimations.
Network Initialization Overhead Cost. This metric reveals the overhead cost of running different network initialization protocols on multihop sensor networks in term of average percentage of energy consumed by individual nodes for network initialization.
Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze and compare the performance of the presented network initialization protocols in Section 4 under one-hop and multihop scenarios. In all of the graphs, each result point shows the median of 10 simulation runs. Note that, for the CNE protocol, the beaconing rate is fixed to 1 beacon/second in all of the experiments [23, 29, 30] . Moreover, in CNE and ANI-SB, whenever a node wants to broadcast a beacon message, it adds the identity and number of received packets from its identified neighbors into a one beacon message. However, if the available space in the beacon message is not sufficient to include the related information 10
The Scientific World Journal of the entire identified neighbors, the sender node selects the entries through performing a round robin procedure [7, 30] . In contrast, in ANI-MB the sender node adds all of its neighborhood information into the multiple beacons and broadcasts them consecutively. Notice that number of beacons in all the graphs indicates the predefined number of times that each node should broadcast its neighborhood information. Moreover, in all the figures "Y" and "k" indicate the network and neighborhood size, respectively.
Performance Evaluation under First Simulation Scenario.
In the following, we discuss about the effects of neighborhood density on the performance of network initialization protocols. Since in this scenario all the nodes are in the communication range of each other, we only evaluate performance of different protocols in terms of link quality estimation errors and network initialization period while all of the introduced parameters in Section 5.2. are evaluated under multihop scenario.
Link Estimation Errors. Figures 3(a) and 3(b)
show the RMSE of the provided estimations by ANI-SB and CNE protocols in outdoor and indoor environments, respectively. Since in these experiments all the nodes are in the transmission range of each other, environmental setting has not affected the performance of different protocols and each protocol provides similar link estimation errors in outdoor and indoor environments. As it can be observed from these figures, ANI-SB protocol improves the accuracy of link estimations up to 100% and 50% compared to the CNE protocol in high and medium densities, respectively. According to these figures by increasing the number of beacons from 10 to 30, CNE protocol slightly improves errors of link quality estimations by 30% in outdoor and indoor environments. Nevertheless, further increases in the number of beacon messages cannot enhance the precision of the achieved link quality estimations, while the ANI-SB protocol improves accuracy of the link estimations in high neighborhood densities (i.e., 50 and 40 neighbors [52, 53] ) up to 47%, by increasing the number of beacons from 10 to 50. These behaviors can be justified as follows: in order to control packet collisions during broadcasts, existing CSMAbased MAC protocols use carrier sensing mechanism to allow nodes to detect ongoing transmissions. By using carrier sensing mechanism, whenever a node wants to broadcast a beacon message it chooses a random backoff time t from the specified contention window (0, CW) and waits for t slots before attempting for a broadcast. As nodes select a random transmission slot to perform broadcasts, packet collisions due to the concurrent transmissions are still possible. Although in carrier sensing mechanism, if a node with a new beacon message to transmit senses the channel is busy, it defers its transmission by performing a random backoff time; still there is a high probability of packet collision right after a positive carrier sensing. Therefore, identifying the beaconing rate of the nodes without considering the number of concurrent interfering transmitters cannot provide-collision free broadcasts in different network densities. Since, in the proposed ANI-SB protocol, each node adapts its beaconing rate according to the beaconing rate of its neighboring nodes, network initialization through this protocol takes more time to rectify the beaconing rate of individual nodes by transmitting more beacons. However, broadcasting a lot of beacon messages in CNE protocol cannot help to reduce the errors in the link estimations, while it also intensifies packet collisions due to the concurrent transmissions. In fact, as in CNE protocol all the nodes select their transmission time from a fixed interval independently; so there is a high probability for overlapping broadcasts of several nodes, which causes collision in the receiver nodes. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) also show the estimation errors of both protocols degrade as the number of neighboring nodes falls. The reason is that reducing the neighborhood size in one-hop topology decreases the number of concurrent transmissions which will cause packet collisions.
Figures 3(c) and 3(d) depict the effects of multiple beaconing on the performance of the adaptive protocol in outdoor and indoor environments, respectively. As can be seen from these figures, multiple-beaconing technique enhances the accuracy of the estimations about 35% compared to the ANI-SB protocol in the high density networks. However, it can not cause any improvement in the accuracy of link estimations for neighborhood size of 10. The main reason behind this behavior is that with neighborhood size of 10, the available space of a single beacon is enough to share the neighborhood information of nodes while the available space in a single beacon is insufficient to cover the entire neighborhood information of individual nodes in high density networks. Consequently, in high network densities each broadcast can only share the preserved information related to a set of nodes. In contrast, by broadcasting the whole neighborhood information through transmitting multiple tandem beacons, nodes are able to share their whole neighborhood information during all the beacon transmission rounds. Accordingly, all the neighboring nodes of individual nodes can update the PRR of their outgoing links based on the last values. Furthermore, ANI-MB protocol enables each node to share its entire neighborhood information several times through broadcasting beacon trains. Thus packet collisions have less impact on the accuracy of the estimations compared to the ANI-SB mechanism. On the other hand, since in the ANI-SB protocol nodes select the entries of individual beacons by a round robin procedure, every single packet collision can increase the link estimation errors.
Network Initialization Period.
The network initialization period through different protocols in outdoor and indoor environments are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) . According to these figures, duration of the network initialization process by CNE protocol is linearly related to the number of broadcasted beacon messages. Since all the nodes have a same beaconing interval, increasing the number of beacons elevates the network initialization duration. Same as CNE protocol, as the neighborhood size of the nodes scales up, the network initialization period through ANI-SB protocol also increases. As it is perceived ANI-SB protocol The Scientific World Journal causes higher network initialization duration compared to CNE protocol. The reason is that, in ANI-SB protocol, every node increases its waiting period before broadcasting a new beacon message by identifying new neighboring nodes, while in CNE protocol each node broadcasts a new beacon message every one second without considering its neighborhood density. Through performing ANI-SB protocol, as the neighbor discovery proceeds, each node identifies new neighbors and updates its beacon transmission interval based on the beaconing interval of its neighbors. Therefore, increasing the neighborhood size of network nodes, elevates the beaconing interval of individual nodes which in turn intensifies the network initialization duration. Based on the achieved results the maximum efficiency of employing ANI-SB protocol in reducing the link quality estimation errors under high neighborhood densities (i.e., 50 neighbors) can be achieved by transmitting up to 30 beacon messages and maximum network initialization duration of 2 minutes. The effect of employing multiple-beaconing technique in the adaptive protocol on the network initialization period is illustrated in Figures 4(c) and 4(d) for outdoor and indoor environments, respectively. Based on these figures ANI-MB protocol intensifies the network initialization duration compared to the ANI-SB protocol in high network densities. This behavior can be justified by the fact that, in low network densities (e.g., 10 neighbors), the neighborhood information of each node can be shared through a single beacon. Nevertheless, as the number of neighbors increases, the network initialization period also grows according to the neighborhood size. For instance, when each node shares its neighborhood information 30 times in the neighborhood size of 50, ANI-MB protocol elevates the network initialization duration about 100% compared to ANI-SB protocol. While, employing this technique with a same setting in neighborhood size of 20, increases the network initialization duration up to 43% compared to the ANI-SB protocol.
Moreover, we analyze the effects of network initialization period on the accuracy of link estimations in the CNE protocol to show the cost of deterministic network initialization duration feature of this approach in term of The Scientific World Journal 13 link estimation errors. As mentioned before, in the CNE protocol all the nodes have a same beaconing interval which should be determined before network initialization based on the user-defined discovery length and number of beacon transmissions. In order to highlight the effects of beaconing rate adjustment on the accuracy of link estimations, in this performance study the beaconing rate of all the nodes is fixed to 1 beacon/second while the network initialization period increases from 10 seconds to 300 seconds. As can be observed from Figure 5 , just extending the network initialization period through broadcasting more beacon messages without defining a proper beaconing interval for individual nodes does not necessarily reduce the link quality estimation errors. On the other hand, this observation justifies that beaconing rate of network nodes directly affects the accuracy of the link estimations. The general conclusion of these simulation studies is that appropriate beaconing interval adjustment can help to improve the accuracy of the initial link quality estimations.
Performance Evaluation under Second Simulation Scenario.
In the second scenario, we focus on the effects of multihop network topology with medium and high neighborhood densities (i.e., 20 and 50 neighbors [53] [54] [55] ) on the performance of network initialization protocols in terms of number of discovered neighbors per node, link estimation errors, network initialization period, number of packet corruptions, and network initialization overhead cost. Accordingly, in each configuration we changed the network size (i.e., 100, 200, 400, and 600 nodes) while the network density maintained at a fixed size (i.e., 20 or 50 neighbors). Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the number of discovered neighbors by ANI-SB and CNE protocols in multihop networks which are deployed in outdoor and indoor environments. Although the results in each figure are demonstrated based on different neighborhood densities in networks with dissimilar sizes, the identified neighborhood size in these figures cannot indicate the exact number of potential neighbors per node. This is due to the fact that the neighborhood size measurements for performance evaluations are computed as the average number of neighbors per node for which their corresponding link quality is more than 10%. Nevertheless, due to the high variations of link quality in wireless networks, this method results in rough estimations on the actual neighborhood density. Accordingly, in this study an optimal protocol is used as a baseline to compare the efficiency of different protocols to discover maximum number of neighboring nodes. In the optimal protocol every node broadcasts 100 beacon messages and considers all the nodes from which it has received at least one beacon message as its potential neighboring nodes.
Number of Discovered Neighboring Nodes per Node.
Since the distance between nodes in each network is adjusted in such a way that the neighborhood density remains constant in both environments (i.e., 20 and 50 neighbors), so each protocol exhibits almost a same behavior in both environments. According to Figures 6(a) and 10 50 6(b), the average number of discovered neighbors per node through the ANI-SB is about 30% higher than the CNE protocol. For instance with 10 and 50 beacon transmissions ANI-SB protocol detects about 9 and 10 neighbors more than CNE protocol, respectively. The main reason is that in high neighborhood densities adjusting the beaconing rate of the nodes based on the beaconing rate of their neighbors reduces the probability of packet collisions which in turn increases the chance of receiving at least one beacon message from potential neighboring nodes.
Figures 6(c) and 6(d) represent that employing ANI-MB elevates the number of discovered nodes by every node about 15% and 43% compared to the ANI-SB and CNE protocols in large-scale sensor networks which are deployed in outdoor and indoor environments, respectively. According to these figures, ANI-MB protocol discovers the same number of neighboring nodes as the optimal protocol when it performs 30 beacon transmission rounds at individual nodes. This high performance of the ANI-MB protocol is the result of transmitting multiple beacons in each beacon transmission round. In fact, transmitting the related information of a single node at each round increases the chance of receiving at least one of the transmitted packets by its neighbors. . Figures 7(a) and 7(b) demonstrate accuracy of the provided link estimations by ANI-SB and CNE protocols in outdoor and indoor environment with various network sizes. Moreover, these figures also show the effects of changes in the network density of the multihop topology on the link estimation errors. According to these figures link estimation errors through different protocols in indoor environment are higher than outdoor environment. This behavior is due to higher multipath channel variations It can be inferred from these figures that ANI-SB improves the accuracy of link estimations up to 75% and 32% compared to CNE protocol in neighborhood density of 16 The Scientific World Journal 50 and 20 nodes, respectively. The higher performance of the ANI-SB is the result of adjusting beaconing interval of the nodes during network initialization period. In fact, adjusting the waiting period of nodes based on the beaconing rate of their neighbors before each broadcast reduces the probability of link quality estimation errors due to collisions. The network size variations in the multihop topology do not significantly affect the accuracy of the provided link estimations by both protocols. This observation suggests that, in contrast with network density, network size of the multihop topology does not strongly influence the accuracy of initial link assessments. Another observation that can be drawn from this experiment is that increasing the number of beacons cannot help to improve the accuracy of link estimations in CNE protocol. The reason is that beaconing rate of all the nodes in this protocol is adjusted to 1 beacon/second, regardless of the network density and number of beacons [23, 29, 30] . On the other hand, increasing the number of beacons without adjusting the beaconing rate of the nodes only elevates the amount of packet collisions, which directly affects the accuracy of link estimations. This is the shortcoming of the CNE protocol as it determines the beaconing rate of the nodes before network deployment. In contrast, by increasing beacon transmissions in ANI-SB protocol, network nodes have more time to adjust their beaconing intervals. As a consequence, by increasing the number of beacon messages the errors in the provided link quality estimations by ANI-SB protocol are reduced by 40% and 32% for neighborhood density of 50 and 20 nodes, respectively. Furthermore, Figures 7(a) and 7(b) indicate that increasing the number of beacon transmissions declines the effects of neighborhood size variations on the errors of provided link estimations by ANI-SB protocol. In contrast, according to Figures 7(a) and 7(b) , as the neighborhood density of a network with a fixed number of nodes scales up, the estimation errors of the CNE protocol raise by 55%. This observation demonstrates the scalability of the proposed adaptive protocol, which enables this protocol to work efficiently under different network topologies. This means that adaptive protocol can provide accurate results without being influenced by the network size or neighborhood density of the nodes.
Link Estimation Errors
By comparing these results with the achieved results in one-hop scenario, it can be observed that multihop topology increases the errors in the achieved estimations through different protocols about 70%. This observation can be justified by the fact that multihop topology causes more collisions than the one-hop topology because of hidden terminal problem. As a consequence, the effects of packet collisions on link quality estimation errors in the multihop topology always higher than the one-hop topology. In the one-hop topology, all the nodes are able to communicate with each other directly, and there is no hidden node, so concurrent transmissions of the neighboring nodes in a same slot are the main cause of collisions, which result in link quality estimation errors. In contrast, in the multihop topology, radio range of every node does not cover the entire network, which arises hidden terminal problem and complicates the collision-free transmissions [47] . In fact, packet collision due to hidden terminal problem can take place, if at least two nodes transmit their packets concurrently to a same node which is a common neighbor for these transmitters. Therefore, there are two sources of packet collisions in a multihop network: two neighboring nodes, which are visible to each other, randomly select a same transmission slot or hidden terminal problem.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the effects of employing multiple-beaconing technique through ANI-MB protocol on the accuracy of the provided link estimations compared to the ANI-SB, and CNE protocol in large-scale networks deployed in outdoor and indoor environments, respectively. In general, still link estimation errors in the indoor environment are higher than the outdoor environment due to its higher multipath channel variations. As can be seen from these figures by increasing the number of beacon trains up to 30, ANI-SB and ANI-MB protocols decline the errors of link estimations about 63% and 50% in outdoor and indoor environments, respectively, while the RMSE of link estimation through CNE protocol remains constant in both environments. Furthermore according to Figure 7 (c), ANI-MB reduces the link estimation errors up to 50% and 142% compared to the ANI-SB and CNE protocols, respectively. The main reason behind this behavior is that the available space in a single beacon is not sufficient to include the whole neighborhood information of the nodes in largescale networks with high density. Therefore, through ANI-MB protocol nodes are able to share their neighborhood information through consecutive beacons during all the beacon transmission rounds. By this way all the neighboring nodes of every node can update the PRR of their outgoing links based on the last updates on the number of successfully transmitted beacons. Moreover, as in ANI-MB every node broadcasts its neighborhood information at each beacon transmission round, packet collisions have less impact on the accuracy of the estimations compared to the ANI-SB and CNE protocols.
Network Initialization Period.
The required time for initializing a multihop network through ANI-SB and CNE protocols in outdoor and indoor environments is illustrated in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) , respectively. By comparing these figures, it can be observed that the network initialization period through each protocol is similar in both environments. According to Figure 8 , CNE protocol can provide deterministic network initialization duration regardless of the network size and neighborhood density. Based on this figure, the network initialization duration in CNE is only related to the beaconing rate of the nodes and number of beacon messages which are defined by the network administrator before network initialization. As can be observed from Figure 9 , increasing the network initialization period through transmitting more beacon messages without selecting appropriate beaconing interval does not necessarily improve the accuracy of the link estimations. Note that although CNE protocol can provide deterministic network initialization duration, it requires correct information regarding the neighborhood density of individual nodes before network initialization to provide accurate link quality estimations. In fact, the channel load which may cause a high packet collision rate at the saturated levels is a function of nodes beaconing rate and network initialization period. Therefore, the accuracy of the link estimations and neighbor discovery highly depends on the selected beaconing interval and link quality estimation period. In contrast, as the ANI-SB protocol adjusts the beaconing intervals of the nodes according to their neighborhood density, the duration of network initialization through this protocol is related to the network density. As can be seen from Figure 8 , increasing the neighborhood size of the nodes elevates the network initialization duration, while it is not affected by the network size variations. As a consequence, the proposed protocol can efficiently reduce link quality , it can be seen that each protocol causes almost a same network initialization period under different network sizes and environmental settings. As it is expected, ANI-MB protocol increases the delay of network initialization compared to the ANI-SB protocol. As it has been shown in Figure 7 , ANI-MB can reduce the errors of link estimation through transmitting up to 30 beacon trains and further increases in the number of beacon trains cannot help to improve the accuracy of link estimations. Therefore, ANI-MB protocol reduces the errors of link estimations by 50% compared to the ANI-SB protocol while it raises the network initialization period by 100%.
The general conclusion from these simulation results is that, the beaconing rate of individual nodes should be tuned adequately in order to improve accuracy of neighbor discovery and link estimation process through increasing the network initialization period. According to the simulation results ANI-SB and ANI-MB protocols can provide high accuracy without requiring any parameter adjustment by the system engineer before network deployment. Therefore, the proposed protocols are especially useful when the network topology is unknown.
Number of Packet Corruptions.
Packet corruption analysis examines the capability of ANI-SB, ANI-MB, and CNE protocols to eliminate the effects of packet collisions on the link estimations. A packet corruption can happen in the developed simulation software if during the reception of a beacon message another broadcasted message is being heard by the receiver. The environmental effects on the number of packet corruptions caused by employing different protocols are highlighted in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) . With a given number of beacon transmissions, the number of packet corruptions in indoor environment is about 25% higher than the outdoor environment. This is due to the lower path loss exponent of the indoor environment which increases the number of high-quality interfering signals compared to the outdoor environment. Since a large number of packet receptions in the indoor environment are affected by the high-quality interfering signals, the number of packet corruptions in this situation is higher than the outdoor environment.
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) indicate the collision avoidance capability of the ANI-SB protocol is significantly better compared to the CNE protocol. In fact the number of packet corruptions in the CNE protocol is about 260% and 120% higher than the ANI-SB protocol in neighborhood density of 50 and 20 nodes. As can be observed in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) , as the number of beacon messages increases, the number of beacon corruptions in CNE protocol rises about 400% for the neighborhood size of 50 while in the ANI-SB protocol, by raising the number of beacon messages, the incremental trend of packet corruptions is not significant. These observations signify the efficiency of the proposed protocol in adjusting the beaconing interval of individual nodes according to their neighborhood density which eliminates the effects of packet collisions on the link quality estimations. In addition, these figures show that the collision avoidance capability of both protocols is influenced by variations of the network size and neighborhood density. According to Figure 10 , elevating either network or neighborhood size extremely increases the total number of packet corruptions in the CNE protocol. The reason is that performing packet broadcast by all the nodes in high network densities without controlling the broadcast rate of individual nodes causes a high channel load, which in turn increases packet collisions. Still, the proposed protocol demonstrates that raising the neighborhood size causes small variations in the number of packet corruptions compared to the CNE protocol. This behavior is expected, because in the proposed protocol every node waits for receiving a beacon message from all of its identified neighboring nodes before it broadcasts a new beacon message at each round of beacon transmission. This waiting time adjustment at individual nodes before each broadcast significantly reduces the probability of packet collisions due to the concurrent transmissions or hidden terminal problem. The same behavior also holds for the effects of increasing beacon messages on the total number of packet corruptions during the network initialization phase. As it can be seen from Figure 10 , by increasing the number of beacon messages in ANI-SB protocol, the slope of the curve for different neighborhood size slightly increases while Figure 10 shows the number of packet corruptions during network initialization through the CNE protocol sharply increases as the number of beacon messages raises. This behavior confirms the inappropriateness of the increasing number of beacons in the CNE protocol for improving the accuracy of link estimations, without making any change in the beaconing rate of the nodes when the network size and neighborhood density scale up.
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The total number of packet collisions caused during initialization of large-scale dense wireless sensor networks in outdoor and indoor environments through ANI-MB, ANI-SB, and CNE protocols are depicted in Figures 10(c) and 10(d) . Since the ANI-MB protocol increases the number of beacon transmissions in the network, it elevates the number of packet collisions about 100% compared to the ANI-SB protocol. Furthermore, these figures show that increasing the network size raises the packet collisions by 100% in CNE and ANI-MB protocols and about 40% in ANI-SB protocol.
Network Initialization Overhead
Cost. This section analyzes the overhead cost of running ANI-SB, ANI-MB, and CNE protocols in multihop sensor networks in term of average energy consumption at individual nodes for network initialization. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) demonstrate the average consumed energy (in percentage) of the total battery capacity of a sensor node through individual protocols is similar for outdoor and indoor environments. As it is expected, the average energy consumption of nodes in the CNE protocol is lower than the ANI-SB protocol. The reason is that, in the ANI-SB protocol each node should wait for its one-hop neighboring nodes to broadcast their beacons before broadcasting a new beacon message. As a result, the average idle listening duration through the ANI-SB protocol is higher than the CNE protocol. Although the energy consumption in receive and transmit modes is different, the energy consumption of the idle listening mode is almost the same as that of receive mode. Therefore, higher idle listening duration in the ANI-SB protocol results in more energy consumption through this protocol compared to the CNE protocol. According to Figures 11(a) and 11(b) , as the neighborhood size of nodes scales up the average energy consumption, percentage of nodes also increases. This can be justified by the fact that increasing the neighborhood density elevates the beaconing interval of individual nodes, which in turn raises the average idle listening duration of the nodes. In contrast, neighborhood size variations do not affect the energy consumption of the individual nodes for initializing a multihop network through the CNE protocol. The reason is that the beaconing rate of all the nodes is fixed to 1 beacon/second in all the configurations, which results in a constant idle listening duration. Furthermore, network size variations do not affect the energy consumption of the nodes in both protocols. Despite the higher energy consumption of the ANI-SB protocol than CNE protocol, still its operation consumes about 0.0025% and 0.038% of the total battery capacity of a node with 2500 mAh and 3 V battery, when every node in a multihop network with high neighborhood density broadcasts 10 and 50 beacon messages, respectively. Moreover, according to Figure 7 transmitting more than 30 beacons in ANI-SB protocol cannot help to provide further improvements in the accuracy of link estimations. So, the maximum energy consumption of the proposed protocol at a single node is about 0.015% and 0.01% of the total battery capacity of a node in the networks with neighborhood density of 50 and 20 nodes, respectively. Therefore, cost of performing accurate neighbor discovery and link quality measurement in term of nodes energy consumption is not significant. Figures 11(c) and 11(d) illustrate the consumed energy of the total battery capacity of a sensor node through running ANI-SB, ANI-MB, and CNE protocols in the large-scale wireless sensor networks which are deployed in indoor and outdoor environments. The trend of the curves in Figure 11 (c) is similar to the trend of their pairs in Figure 11(d) . Since in this experiment the network size is grown-up to 400 and 600 nodes, the overhead cost of all the protocols is increased compared to the previous experiment. Still the proposed ANI-SB and ANI-MB protocols reduce the errors of link estimations about 50% and 142% compared to the CNE protocol through consuming about 0.02% and 0.05% of the total battery capacity of a sensor node (with 30 beacon transmission rounds).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed two adaptive network initialization protocols to demonstrate the efficiency of adaptive protocols in comparison with nonadaptive protocols to provide accurate information about availability and quality of the communication links at the network initialization phase. Furthermore, we have performed an extensive simulation study on the proposed adaptive protocols and the existing nonadaptive network initialization protocols through OMNeT++ simulation framework. First, we have evaluated the accuracy of link estimations and network initialization period through different protocols independent of the impacts of high packet collisions which cause by multihop nature of low-power wireless networks. The results show that since upon network deployment nodes do not have any information regarding their vicinity, adapting the beaconing rate of individual nodes based on the beaconing rate of their neighbors during network initialization period highly reduces the errors of primary link estimations. Nevertheless, eliminating the packet collisions at the initialization phase through increasing the beacon transmission interval of the nodes elevates the network initialization period. Next, it has demonstrated how different protocols can reduce the effects of extensive packet collisions in the multihop topologies on the link quality estimation errors in order to provide accurate information regarding the available links and their quality prior to topology formation. The achieved results from multihop scenario confirm the application independence of the adaptive protocols which can provide easy adaptability of a wireless sensor network to the new applications. Based on the simulation results, the accuracy of the provided information by the nonadaptive protocols highly depends on tuning the beaconing rate of nodes before network topology construction. However, in most of the applications it is hard to define an appropriate beaconing rate which results in collision-free beacon exchange between nodes without prior knowledge about network topology. through consuming a small percentage of available battery capacity of a single sensor node.
In general this study shows the proposed adaptive protocols can provide more accurate information regarding the availability of wireless links along with their data transmission quality upon network deployment compared to the existing nonadaptive protocols, yet they do not satisfy at best all the performance parameters. In fact, supporting reliable neighbor discovery and link quality estimation regardless of network topology and neighborhood density has a cost in term of network initialization period. Therefore, it is significant to provide an efficient tradeoff between accuracy of the link estimations and network initialization period according to the performance demands of different applications.
